	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

EROS/POWER
Stockholm, September 25th, 2016 10.00–17.00

Much is made of the need for introducing Wholeness and developmental maturity into our workplaces
and leadership. But what about the proverbial elephant in the room - namely the feelings that swirl
around all things erotic - the true, primal human energy of creativity?
Our workshop is a space of inquiry for senior leaders, consultants to explore how we bring Eros and
Leadership together in a way that serves our mission and purpose. Eros lives in each of us and in the
collective space of organizational life. We will explore our own relationship to Eros, Power and Inquiry
discovering the places where this energy can be creatively unleashed. For which we must also look to
the shadows. We then can take the (sublimated!) energy, (Eros/Power), to next stage organizing
(“Teal”) as our wellspring of creativity, innovation and joy. Even at the workplace!
Expect structured experiential exercises, small group and plenary dialogues. We bring rigorous focus
to facilitating a “safe container” so that authentic interactivity may arise. For more detailed
information and references, visit: http://www.erospowerjourney.com/workshops.html
“The EROS POWER workshop started a deep journey within. The feminine and masculine EROS power
dynamics fascinate me, and the workshop brought to the surface that this area holds so many
answers for me - professional and private. It created a deep longing in me for stepping into a world
with more depth, more passion, more healing. - Hanne Lindblad, CEO, Denmark.”

Venue: Center of
Stockholm
Contact and booking:
Heidi Gutekunst,
heidi@amara.fi,
+358 40 514 7353

Fee: 275€ / 2600 SEK (+VAT if applicable). The fee includes the workshop, morning and
afternoon coffee/tea, light lunch and a glass of wine after the workshop.	
  

	
  

	
  

FACILITATORS
The event will be hosted and introduced by Jane Allen, Chair of Amara Collaboration
and Jan Henrikssson from Self Leadership.

Dana Ca rm an, a seasoned executive coach and leadership consultant
working globally in the frothy spaces between strategy and execution. Dana
assists clients in navigating their biggest real world challenges while moving
through personal and professional transformation in a unique and personalized
way, integrating action and learning simultaneously.

H eidi Gute kuns t, co-founder of Amara Collaboration, spent most of her
career in advertising in leading positions, among others as a CEO leading an
agency through a significant transformation with results in financial
performance, employee satisfaction, conquering new offerings, turning
customers into accounts and winning both national and international awards
for the first time in years. Now a regular speaker at Business Forums interested
in her entrepreneurship and transforming ability.
Bill To rbe rt , senior adviser at Amara Collaboration and Leadership Professor
Emeritus at Boston College. Bill was formerly an award winning teacher and
scholar at Yale, Harvard and Southern Methodist University. He is an
internationally renowned consultant, and author of Action Inquiry: The Secret of
Timely and Transforming Leadership as well as Seven Transformations of
Leadership selected as the one of the top ten best leadership reads ever by
Harvard Business Review.

	
  

Hilary Bradbury, Ph.D., (by video). Professor of Organizational Psychology,
Hilary is a leader in action research, convening the global network, AR+. Editor
of the bestselling Handbooks of Action Research, Hilary’s own work and writing
integrates Zen and relational psychoanalysis, with druidic flair, to re-imagine
the practice of fuller human inter-relating in the boardroom, bedroom and
wherever relationship arises. Her most recent book, co-authored with Bill, is
Eros/Power: Love in the Spirit of Inquiry (Integral Publishers, 2015).	
  

	
  

